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Transformed!
Richard Tinggren

The story of how a distribution transformer was ‘transformed’
using ABB’s industrial design process.
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Logos are very powerful tools that, subconsciously, force us to con-

jure up images of instantly recognizable products. One only has to

think of Mercedes Benz, Volvo or Porche and images of cars jump

immediately into our mind. We can differentiate between cars from

different manufacturers thanks, for the most part, to the power of

industrial design. Only after our initial attraction to a specific design

do most of us delve deeper into the technical, and most revealing,

specifications. 

ABB realizes that industrial design plays a critical role in differenti-

ating its products from its competitors’. But the company also

knows that good industrial design is not only about looking good: It

is also about perceived quality, a term used to describe the meeting

point between visual and constructive quality. This is of the utmost

importance, especially in the electrical power industry, where pur-

chasing behaviour is considered to be very rational and specifica-

tion oriented.

With this in mind, ABB has now started a dedicated process to

review the industrial design of all its product families. This process

has already been applied to a wide variety of products, ranging from

pocket-sized devices to apparatus bigger than the size of a house;

and so far, both customers and employees have been very enthusias-

tic about the results.

The strong ABB brand is a well-
earned result stemming from the

company’s long tradition of technology,
quality leadership, pioneering spirit and
an excellent track record in sustainabil-
ity. In the past, however, form has had
a tendency to often follow function, and
an attractive product appearance has
not always been the result. But this
thinking is rapidly changing as more
and more people realize the marketing
power of combining attractive industrial
design with increased and effective
product functionality. In fact, industrial
designers, and engineers and scientists
are working more closely together than
ever before. 

With a dedicated process to review the
industrial design of all its product fami-
lies in progress, ABB is discovering that
customers and employees are very en-
thusiastic about the results.  

Industrial design process
There are those who consider the
process of product development as be-
ing similar to that of the accelerated ver-
sion of Darwinian evolution. In other
words, information is gathered, analysed
and ideas are created that are then eval-

uated, and accepted or
rejected. The end result
is new improved ideas.
This process is re-
peated so that a prod-
uct has evolved many

times before being
released onto the market. 

The best sources of such
information are ABB’s cus-

tomers and, of course, the mar-
ket itself. Industrial designers take

this information and, using a combi-
nation of creativity and analytical cri-
tique, they design product features that
appeal to both purchasers and end-
users. The design process is defined
by five major attributes (see lead arti-
cle) that take into account important
issues such as ergonomics, product
configuration, user interface and aes-
thetic to ensure that the product ap-
peals to the targeted customers. In ad-
dition, these factors contribute enor-
mously in communicating ABB’s tech-
nology level and brand equity.
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Vision is a key element in any success-
ful design, and this comes in abundance
from the various product team mem-
bers. Marketing and sales people, me-
chanical and manufacturing engineers
come to the table with different sets of
partisan needs that are often in conflict.
In such a situation, industrial design is a
great tool for crystallizing the product
vision and reconciling the product
team’s differing requirements. It does
this by first isolating each group’s com-
peting demands. Then it prioritizes and
synthesizes them, before finally commu-
nicating them through easy to under-
stand visual images rather than long
product specifications.

To reap the full benefits of industrial
design, it is important to include it from

early on in the development process. 
At this stage of development, many con-
cepts are open for discussion, ideas
flow freely and critique tends to be
more honest. 

To explain this more clearly, consider
the pressure many businesses are under
to produce superior products in shorter
development times and at reduced
costs. This is not an easy task to fulfil.
The use of industrial design, however,
significantly eases this pressure, espe-
cially in the development phase, by ex-
ploring and narrowing all possibilities
up front. It seeks out common parts and
solutions as well as a simplified out-
look, and it strives to enhance the us-
ability, safety and appeal of the product.
These objectives fit well with the pro-

duction unit’s need to develop cus-
tomer-oriented products that are easy to
use, install and maintain. 

The first part of the ABB process was
concerned with the creation of basic de-
sign guidelines that were used on design
concepts for a selection of products. The
resulting fine-tuned designs established
the final design guidelines which are
now applied to many ABB products. 

Perhaps the effectiveness of this process
is best illustrated by using an example;
that of a large transformer for distribu-
tion networks.

Distribution Transformer case story

Step one: Information gathering 

and analysis

In this phase, all technical and mar-
keting information about the product
or product family, including differ-
ences in the product that exist due to
various regional requirements, was
collected by the design team. This

To reap the full
benefits of industrial
design, it is impor-
tant to include it
from early on in 
the development
process. 

Factory visits and close collaboration with other teams is essential when gathering
detailed product information for analysis. (Images courtesy of Design Group Italia)
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The emphasis in step two of ABB’s industrial design process is on the rapid generation of ideas, no matter how unrealistic, 
and the exploration of various design concepts. (Images courtesy of Design Group Italia)
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plified by first identifying areas where
changes could not be made due to
certain limitations such as electrical
properties and manufacturing
processes. 

Step two: Concept design

The emphasis in the initial part of this
step is more on rapid communication
and the quantity of ideas generated, no

necessitated a factory visit and close
collaboration with the marketing and
mechanical design departments. The
information collected included photo-
graphs, drawings and three-dimen-
sional (3-D) models of the trans-
former. The team completed this
phase by defining areas, or compo-
nents, in the product where changes
could be made . This task was sim-1

matter how unrealistic, rather than on
refinement. 

Therefore, using the information gath-
ered in step one, the team put together
initial transformer design concepts using
a loose and fast process. This helped
generate many ideas so that different
design opportunities could be explored
and discussed, together with the me-
chanical designers and the marketing
and sales team, in terms of cost and im-
plementation complexity. 

Once these discussions were completed,
chosen concepts were further refined.
These refinements were then presented
to other teams and then reviewed from
a usability, aesthetic, cost and imple-
mentation point of view . 

In the final part of this phase, the pre-
ferred transformer design concept was
selected, the producers, both internal
and external, were defined, and con-
tact was established between the de-

2

The information
collected included
photographs,
drawings and 
3-D models of the
transformer. 

Three-dimensional models allow easy visualisation of different design concepts, and they speed up the verification process between 
the various product design teams. (Images courtesy of Design Group Italia)
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A three-dimensional model of the final distribution transformer design.
(Images courtesy of Design Group Italia)
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sign team and these producers. Close
collaboration between the two is nec-
essary to ensure that the final design
definition is in line with good manu-
facturing practises. On top of this, it is
needed to overcome any conflicting
requirements that might exist between
the engineering, manufacturing and
design disciplines. 

To speed up the process, 3-D com-
puter simulated models were used to
allow easier
visualisation of
all design con-
cepts . These
models were
shared be-
tween all team
members, irre-
spective of
location, and
they helped
reduce the time spent on the verifi-
cation process with the mechanical
design team.

Step three: Design development

In the design development phase, dia-
log between the design and mechanical
teams, and the internal and external
producers started. The chosen concept
was scrutinised and fine-tuned in terms

3

of design and manufacturability. Trans-
former dimensions, configuration vari-
ants and user interface were defined,
using computer simulated models.
Market feedback was integrated into the
process . 

Step four: Design implementation

The final phase describes the transition
from industrial design to engineering. 
In this phase the transformer prototype
was built . All details were analysed

again to ensure
an optimal
design was
achieved.
Sometimes
mock-up mod-
els are used,
but in the case
of a large dis-
tribution trans-
former this was

not practical, and therefore final modifi-
cations and decisions were made based
on the 3-D computer generated images. 

Success?
The ultimate test of the entire design
process is the building of the functional
prototype. If the four steps are faithfully
followed, there is a high probability
that the prototype will have no unex-
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pected issues requiring immediate at-
tention. If this is the case, the pending
design implementation issues are re-
duced to the updating of manufacturing
drawings and product marketing mate-
rial. All things considered, the success-
ful redesign of a distributed transformer
is a good measure of the reliability of
ABB’s design process.

From computer model to hardware: A prototype of ABB’s new distribution transformer.
(Images courtesy of Design Group Italia)
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Transformer dimensions,
configuration variants and
the user interface were
defined using computer
simulated models.  


